State Fair of Virginia Bingo!
myfreebingocards.com
Safety First!
Before you print all your bingo cards, please print a test page to check they come out the right size and color.
Your bingo cards start on Page 3 of this PDF.
If your bingo cards have words then please check the spelling carefully.
If you need to make any changes go to mfbc.us/e/w6jz96y

Play
Once you've checked they are printing correctly, print off your bingo cards and start playing! On the next page
you will find the "Bingo Caller's Card" - this is used to call the bingo and keep track of which words have been
called. Your bingo cards start on Page 3.

Virtual Bingo
Please do not try to split this PDF into individual bingo cards to send out to players. We have tools on our site to
send out links to individual bingo cards. For help go to myfreebingocards.com/virtual-bingo.

Help
If you're having trouble printing your bingo cards or using the bingo card generator then please go to
https://myfreebingocards.com/faq where you will find solutions to most common problems.

Share
Pin these bingo cards on Pinterest, share on Facebook, or post this link: mfbc.us/s/w6jz96y

Edit and Create
To add more words or make changes to this set of bingo cards go to mfbc.us/e/w6jz96y
Go to myfreebingocards.com/bingo-card-generator to create a new set of bingo cards.

Legal
The terms of use for these printable bingo cards can be found at myfreebingocards.com/terms.

Have Fun!
If you have any feedback or suggestions, drop us an email on hello@myfreebingocards.com.

Bingo Caller's Card
Use your Bingo Caller's Card to call the bingo and keep track of which words you have already called.
Print two copies of the caller's card. Cut one copy up, fold the squares in half, and put them in a hat. To call the
bingo, pull a square out of the hat, unfold it and read it out.
When you have called a word/number, tick it off on the second copy of the caller's card. You can use the second
copy of the caller's card to check if a player has a winning card during a game.

Talked to Visited the
Garden
a farmer

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Rode a ride or
played a fair
game

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Took a fun
picture!

Watched part
of a show or
entertainer

Explored the
student
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Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
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Talked to a
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Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Participated at
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Resources area

Saw the giant
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Walked through
the VSU mobile
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Asked a question
to an ag
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Talked to a
demonstrator in
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the tractor at the
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Walked through
the livestock
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Saw a milking
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livestock or
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tractors in
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Ate some
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cow!
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favorite student
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your favorite
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Stopped by
the beef or
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Stopped by the
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tobacco or
peanut booth

Can name a
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Can describe the
difference
between soil and
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List a tractor
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Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Got a bag,
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free goody

Bingo Card ID 001

Bingo Card ID 002

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Talked to a
master
gardener

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Milked a
cow!

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

List a tractor
brand

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Came to
the Fair!

Can name
a pollinator

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Can name
a pollinator

Talked to
a farmer

Walked
through the
livestock barns

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Visited the
Garden

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Saw a milking
demonstration

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Took a fun
picture!

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Ate some
fair food!

Talked to
a farmer

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 004

Bingo Card ID 003

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Talked to
a farmer

List a tractor
brand

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Saw a milking
demonstration

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Took a fun
picture!

Talked to
a farmer

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Talked to a
master
gardener

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Visited the
Garden

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

List a tractor
brand

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Saw a milking
demonstration

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Milked a
cow!

Visited the
Garden

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Can name
a pollinator

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Explored the
student
competitions

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Can name
a pollinator

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 006

Bingo Card ID 005

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Saw a milking
demonstration

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Talked to
a farmer

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Can name
a pollinator

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Ate some
fair food!

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Talked to a
master
gardener

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Can name
a pollinator

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Took a fun
picture!

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

List a tractor
brand

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Ate some
fair food!

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Visited the
Garden

Milked a
cow!

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 007

Bingo Card ID 008

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Ate some
fair food!

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Milked a
cow!

Talked to
a farmer

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Talked to a
master
gardener

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Took a fun
picture!

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Visited the
Garden

Visited the
Garden

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Ate some
fair food!

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Explored the
student
competitions

Talked to a
master
gardener

Saw a milking
demonstration

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Can name
a pollinator

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

List a tractor
brand

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Talked to
a farmer

List a tractor
brand

Can name
a pollinator

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 010

Bingo Card ID 009

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Saw a milking
demonstration

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Talked to a
master
gardener

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Talked to Visited the Ate some
Garden
fair food!
a farmer

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Explored the
student
competitions

Can name
a pollinator

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

List a tractor
brand

Visited the
Garden

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Took a fun
picture!

Can name
a pollinator

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Saw the
giant
pumpkins

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Milked a
cow!

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Bingo Card ID 011

Bingo Card ID 012

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Explored the
student
competitions

List a tractor
brand

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Talked to a
master
gardener

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Can name
a pollinator

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Visited the
Garden

List a tractor
brand

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Talked to
a farmer

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Talked to a
master
gardener

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Explored the
student
competitions

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Milked a
cow!

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Talked to
a farmer

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 013

Bingo Card ID 014

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Talked to
a farmer

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Ate some
fair food!

Ate some
fair food!

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Talked to a
master
gardener

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

List a tractor
brand

Saw the
giant
pumpkins

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

List a tractor
brand

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Walked
through the
livestock barns

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Can name
a pollinator

Visited the
Garden

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Can name
a pollinator

Explored the
student
competitions

Took a fun
picture!

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Answered a question
or drove the tractor
at the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Milked a
cow!

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 016

Bingo Card ID 015

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Visited the
Garden

Explored the
student
competitions

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

List a tractor
brand

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Saw a milking
demonstration

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Can name
a pollinator

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

List a tractor
brand

Talked to
a farmer

Took a fun
picture!

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Saw a milking
demonstration

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Talked to
a farmer

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Talked to a
master
gardener

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Took a fun
picture!

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Answered a question
or drove the tractor
at the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Milked a
cow!

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 017

Bingo Card ID 018

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

List a tractor
brand

Took a fun
picture!

Saw the
giant
pumpkins

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Answered a question
or drove the tractor
at the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Talked to a
master
gardener

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Explored the
student
competitions

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

List a tractor
brand

Milked a
cow!

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Talked to
a farmer

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Visited the
Garden

Saw a milking
demonstration

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Took a fun
picture!

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Ate some
fair food!

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Can name
a pollinator

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 019

Bingo Card ID 020

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Can name
a pollinator

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Ate some
fair food!

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Can name
a pollinator

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

List a tractor
brand

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Explored the
student
competitions

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Milked a
cow!

Talked to
a farmer

Took a fun
picture!

Milked a
cow!

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Visited the
Garden

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Talked to a
demonstrator
in Arts & Crafts

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Talked to a
master
gardener

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Talked to a
demonstrator
in Arts & Crafts

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Talked to a
master
gardener

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe
replica

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 021

Bingo Card ID 022

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Talked to
a farmer

Milked a
cow!

Explored the
student
competitions

List a tractor
brand

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Took a fun
picture!

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Took a fun
picture!

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Saw a milking
demonstration

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Milked a
cow!

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Ate some
fair food!

Visited the
Garden

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Ate some
fair food!

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Talked to
a farmer

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 023

Bingo Card ID 024

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Can name
a pollinator

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Ate some
fair food!

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Saw the
giant
pumpkins

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

List a tractor
brand

Milked a
cow!

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Saw a milking
demonstration

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe
replica

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Took a fun
picture!

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Saw a milking
demonstration

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Talked to a
master
gardener

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Talked to
a farmer

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Explored the
student
competitions

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Can name
a pollinator

Explored the
student
competitions

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Took a fun
picture!

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Ate some
fair food!

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 025

Bingo Card ID 026

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Took a fun
picture!

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Talked to a
demonstrator
in Arts & Crafts

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Explored the
student
competitions

Can name
a pollinator

Saw a milking
demonstration

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Visited the
Garden

Ate some
fair food!

Talked to
a farmer

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Answered a question
or drove the tractor
at the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Visited the
Garden

Took a fun
picture!

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

List a tractor
brand

Talked to a
master
gardener

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Ate some
fair food!

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Milked a
cow!

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 027

Bingo Card ID 028

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Explored the
student
competitions

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Picked out your
favorite student
garden

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Talked to a
master
gardener

Participated at
the Natural
Resources area

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Saw a milking
demonstration

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Talked to
a farmer

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Can name
a pollinator

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Took a fun
picture!

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Visited the
Garden

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Took a fun
picture!

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Saw a milking
demonstration

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Ate some
fair food!

Talked to a
master
gardener

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Picked your
favorite arts &
crafts
competition
entry

List a tractor
brand

Ate some
fair food!

Picked out your
favorite crop in
the Garden

Got a bag,
pen, or other
free goody

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

Bingo Card ID 030

Bingo Card ID 029

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

State Fair of
Virginia Bingo!

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Talked to a
livestock or
dairy exhibitor

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Visited the
Garden

Stopped by the
grain, soybean,
tobacco or
peanut booth

Explored the
student
competitions

Milked a
cow!

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Can name
a pollinator

List a tractor
brand

Watched
part of a
show or
entertainer

Said hello to
the pigeons
and doves

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Talked to a
master
gardener

Visited the
Garden

Saw a milking
demonstration

Rode a ride
or played a
fair game

Walked through
the livestock
barns

Can give an
example of
aquaculture

Talked to
a farmer

Answered a question
or drove the tractor at
the Farm Bureau
exhibit

Explored the
student
competitions

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Arts & Crafts

Voted for
your favorite
scarecrow

Saw the giant
pumpkins

Learn about
milling corn with
Algis & Ruth

Asked a question
to an ag
education group

Walked through
the VSU mobile
classroom

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Ate some
fair food!

Learned a
fun new AG
fact

Can describe the
difference
between soil and
dirt

Learned
something about
horseshoe crabs

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Thanked your
teacher/parent
for taking you!

Picked out your
favorite
student garden

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Found
Secretariat's
horseshoe replica

Learned
something in
Young
Macdonald's

Stopped by
the beef or
pork booth

List a tractor
brand

Talked to a
demonstrator in
Heritage Village

Took a fun
picture!

Talked to
a farmer

Visited the
tractors in
Heritage Village

Ate some
Virginia
Peanuts

Came to
the Fair!

Came to
the Fair!

